
 

MLA Citations Cheat Sheet 

mla citation elements 
Full Works Cited page citations should include, in this order, as many of the following elements as are available: 

1. Author. 

2. Title of source. 

3. Title of container, 

4. Other contributors, 

5. Version, 

6. Number, 

7. Publisher, 

8. Publication date, 

9. Location. 

Each element should be followed by the punctuation mark shown above associated with that element. However, 

all MLA citations should end with a period. 

Sometimes, a source may have multiple containers, like a journal article you find on an online database. In these 

cases, after listing elements 1 and 2 in your full citation, include elements 3-9 for the inner container (i.e., the 

journal) followed by elements 3-9 for the outer container (i.e., the database) as applicable. 

author name(s) 

book title, article title, episode title, webpage 

journal title, anthology title, database title, website, TV show 

editor, translator, illustrator, director 

edition, Bible translation 

volume and issue number, episode number 

publishing company, production studio 

day, month, year 

page number, URL, DOI 

 

¨ Center “Works Cited” at the top of a new page. 

¨ All citations should include as many of the 9 MLA citation elements as 

are available/applicable (see MLA Citation Elements below). 

¨ Indent all lines of the citation after the first line. (The first line of a 

citation is not indented, but if the citation bleeds onto subsequent lines, 

all lines after the first are. This is called a hanging indent.) 

¨ Alphabetize the citations from A-Z by the first word of the citation 

(usually the author’s last name). 

Note: If working with sources in a database, you may find a “Cite” button 

which will bring up a list of the article’s citation in different formats. You 

may use the MLA citation given here, but you are still responsible for 

making sure your citation is correct and complete.  

 

The purpose of a Works Cited 

page is to clearly lay out for the 

reader what sources you used for 

your paper. Readers should be  

able to easily locate sources on 

their own using the information 

you give in the Works Cited. 

Organizing your Works Cited 

page properly also allows your 

readers to easily check between 

your in-text citations and the 

complete citations on the Works 

Cited page while reading. 

works cited 



For specific questions not addressed in this handout, please visit the LETU Writing Center, email  

WritingCenter@letu.edu, or consult the PurdueOWL MLA formatting and style guide. 

 

1. single author with page numbers (two variants): 

“67%ÊofÊcollegeÊstudentsÊstruggleÊwithÊproperÊcitations”Ê(JohnsonÊ68-69).Ê 

ORÊAccordingÊtoÊJohnson,Ê“67%ÊofÊ…ÊproperÊcitations”Ê(68-69).Ê 

2. three authors with page numbers: 

Overall,ÊwritingÊisÊaÊcrucialÊlifeÊskillÊnoÊmatterÊaÊstudent’sÊchosenÊfieldÊ(RobertsÊetÊal.Ê201).Ê 

3. webpage with no page number and no author: 

StudentsÊwhoÊsoughtÊtheÊhelpÊofÊaÊtutorÊsawÊanÊaverageÊofÊ15%ÊimprovementÊinÊtheirÊessayÊscoresÊ(“College-LevelÊEssays”).Ê 

in-text citation examples: 

 

¨ Within a set of parentheses, put the author’s last name followed by the 

page number on which the information was found (if given). 

¨ If two authors are listed, use both last names in the in-text citation. If 

three or more authors are listed, include only the first author’s last 

name followed by “et al.”. 

¨ If no author is listed, use a shortened title of the work either italicized 

or within quotation marks as appropriate. 

¨ Always put the period after the closing parenthesis (unless block 

quoting). 

Note: If you include the author’s name in a sentence, you may omit the 

name from the in-text citation. 

 

The purpose of in-text citations is 

to give credit to authors for their 

original ideas after mentioning 

their ideas in your paper. In-text 

citations are used at the end of a 

sentence or phrase whenever you 

summarize, paraphrase, or 

directly quote information from a 

source in that sentence or phrase. 

in-text citations 

 

1. online journal article with one author: 

 

Bigby,ÊGeorgeÊB.Ê“TeachingÊCompositionÊinÊU.S.ÊHighÊSchools.”ÊEnglish Nerds’ Periodical,Êvol.Ê5,Ê2017,Êpp.Ê150-156.Ê 
 DATAbase,Êdoi:00.0101/0010. 

 

2. website with no author and no date: 

“College-LevelÊEssays:ÊTheÊBaneÊofÊNon-NativeÊSpeakers.”ÊWriting Tutor Resource,Êwww.writingtutorsresource.com/full/url.Ê 
 AccessedÊonÊ22ÊMayÊ2019. 

3. printed book with three authors: 

Roberts,ÊLawrenceÊA.,ÊetÊal.ÊThe Big Book of Statistics.ÊCabaretÊPublishing,Ê2011. 

4. chapter from an anthology: 

Johnson,ÊDiggoryÊK.Ê“PlagiarismÊinÊCollege.”ÊThe Contemporary College Classroom,ÊeditedÊbyÊPhilÊOlivierÊandÊNoelÊM.ÊLucas,Ê
 PrintingÊPress,Ê2008, pp.Ê67-84. 

works cited citation examples: 

Author Source title Inner cont. title No. Date Location 

Outer 
cont. title 

Location 


